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The epitaxial growth of thin (;20– 40 nm) Si buffer layer on Si~110! leads to the formation of
;100-nm-wide, uniformly sized faceted pits. The cause of these rhombohedral pits is revealed to
be the overgrowth of a homoepitaxial layer over clusters of coherent contaminant particles, possibly
SiC. Deposition of Ge on such ‘‘pitted’’ surfaces shows highly selective nucleation of pairs of
coherent islands at the opposite corners of the pits along the^110& direction. Continued deposition
leads to strain relaxation of one or both of the islands within the pit which then rapidly coarsen to
form a single Ge island within the pit. Our observations offer insight into heterogeneous nucleation
mechanisms important for producing controlled arrays of self-assembled quantum dots. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!00401-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent islands, formed through deposition of high
lattice-mismatched semiconducting materials, have been
served to have narrow island size distributions,1 and provide
an attractive route for the ‘‘self-assembly’’ of quantum dot2

More recently, research has focused on techniques that a
for the control of island size, shape, and spatial distributi
Studies conducted on coherent island nucleation have
vealed that islands form to partially relieve lattice strain e
ergy at the cost of increased surface energy.3 However, the
mechanisms that dictate the nucleation4,5 events are not very
clear, offering little ability to define predetermined sites f
nucleation. While much work has focused on Si~100! and
Si~111! surfaces, little literature exists for Si~110! surfaces.
Interest in the Si~110! surface stems from the technologic
advantages over Si~100! in terms of increased electro
confinement6 and the existence of a$111% cleavage plane
perpendicular to the~110! surface, allowing easier fabrica
tion of waveguide structures. Fundamentally, the Si~110!
surface, due to its surface anisotropy and higher surface
ergy than Si~100! and Si~111!, provides novel insight into
the field of silicon heteroepitaxy. We have previously r
ported on the heterogeneous nucleation of coherent Ge
lands on ledges formed duringin situ oxide desorption on
Si~110! surfaces.7

In this article, we present the results of a study p
formed on the epitaxial growth of Ge islands on Si~110!
surfaces with thin~20–75 nm thick! Si buffer layers.8 A high
density of uniformly sized (;100 nm) rhombohedral pits ar
observed to form subsequent to the growth of the bu
layer. Deposition of Ge on such surfaces leads to nuclea
of coherent Ge islands at opposite corners of the pit, form
an island pair or ‘‘dipole’’. The islands in the pair have sim
lar sizes at this point. With continued Ge deposition, one
the two islands in the pair grows faster than the other, le
ing ultimately to the formation of one Ge island at each p
Our observations are potentially important for the select

a!Electronic mail: mohan@mtu.edu
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nucleation of quantum dots for applications in nanoelectr
ics.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Experiments were performed in a Riber molecular be
epitaxy ~MBE! system with base pressure;5
310210 mbar. Si~110! substrates~misoriented to better than
60.5°! were rinsed in acetone, methanol, and de-ionized
ter to remove particle contamination. They were then clea
in 10% HF solution, followed by a 30:70 oxidation in
solution of H2O2:H2SO4 and stored in de-ionized wate
Prior to loading into the MBE chamber, they were blown d
with nitrogen. After outgassing at 200 °C~until the system
approached base pressure!, samples were heated to;925 °C
to decompose the oxide layer, following which the surfa
showed strong diffraction maxima, as indicated by reflect
high energy electron diffraction~RHEED!. The samples
were then cooled to the Si buffer-growth temperatu
;500 °C, at which point the RHEED pattern indicated
(1632) surface reconstruction pattern, consistent with
clean Si~110! surface.9,10 Si buffer layers were deposite
from a compact electron beam Si source calibrated
;0.3 nm/min. After every 10–15 nm of the Si buffe
growth, deposition was halted and the sample was heate
;800 °C and held at this temperature for about 3–5 m
then cooled to the Si growth temperature. The total annea
times ~including heating and cooling! was ;10 min. This
procedure helped ensure a high-quality buffer layer as
denced from a sharper RHEED pattern. Ge was deposite
the buffer layer from a pyrolitic boron nitride Knudse
source previously calibrated to have a rate of;0.9 nm/min.
The Ge deposition was conducted 10 s at a time, followed
careful scanning of the surface with RHEED. All Ge dep
sition was performed at a substrate temperature of 700
(625 °C) with ;0.6 nm ~40 s! total coverage. The only
parameter varied was the buffer layer thickness, between
and 75 nm. One sample~called sample X!, had slightly dif-
ferent surface preparation conditions. The sample was
introduced to either acetone or methanol during the sam
8/83(1)/212/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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preparation stages. Second, the buffer layer for this sam
was grown at 700 °C, as opposed to 500 °C for all ot
growths. All samples were analyzedex situ using atomic
force microscopy~AFM! ~Nanoscope IIIa! and plan-view
and cross-sectional transmission electron microsc
~TEM!, using JEOL 100cx and 4000fx microscopes.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1~a! shows an AFM image of a Si~110! surface
after the oxide desorption process. Surface waves~rough-
ness! on the order of;2 nm as well as small islands ar
observed. Magnified views of these islands shown in F
1~b! indicate that these islands are actually clusters of m
smaller contaminant particles, possibly SiC.11 These particles
are typically,50 nm in diameter and,10 nm in height and
each cluster consists of 2–6 particles. The surface wa
appear to bê111& oriented step bunches~ledges! formed
possibly from pinning of surface steps by the contamin
clusters. While the average density of clusters is roughl
3108 cm22, there are slight variations within the wafer an
from wafer to wafer.

FIG. 1. AFM image of a Si~110! surface after thein situ oxide desorption,
showing~a! high density of contaminant clusters and ripples~step bunches!
along ^111& directions and~b! magnified view of the clusters of smalle
~SiC! particles.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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After the deposition of a 20 nm Si buffer layer, the for-
mation of uniform-sized rhombohedral pits can be seen, a
shown in Fig. 2~a!. The number density of pits (;4
3108 cm22) and their shape suggests that their formation is
likely to be associated with the contaminant particles. Th
pits observed here are typically 100 nm wide. A section
analysis shows that the faceted walls of the pit mak
;8° – 11° angle with the substrate, as also confirmed by th
cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy~XTEM!
image of a pit~taken along â112& zone! shown in Fig. 2~b!.
This facet angle is very typical of the pits examined on this
surface. The other features of interest in Fig. 2~a! are the
ledges formed along crystallographic^111& directions. The
height of these ledges is typically;1 nm and the width is
;60 nm.

Figure 3~a! shows the surface morphology of sample X
~the one with a slightly different cleaning procedure and
buffer growth at 700 °C! after the 0.6 nm Ge deposition.
First, the average density of pits on this sample is;1
3109 cm22, almost twice that of the surface in Fig. 2~a!.
The average size of pits is;200 nm on a side, with the pit
walls making 8°–11° facets, similar to that observed in the
other samples. A few of these pits have large Ge islands
them. Most of the other pits have pairs of small islands tha
have nucleated at the opposite corners of the pit. The orie

FIG. 2. Surface morphology after the growth of a 20 nm Si buffer layer on
Si~110!. ~a! AFM image showing uniform sized rhombohedral pits and
^111& oriented ledges.~b! Cross-sectional TEM image showing a faceted pit.
213Weil, Deng, and Krishnamurthy
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tation of the island pair~dipole! is consistently along the lone
^110& direction. It is seen in some images that islands ma
start to form at the other two corners of the pit, forming a
interesting island ‘‘quadrupole’’ cluster. The plan-view TEM
image shown in Fig. 3~b! confirms not only the orientation of
the island pairs, but also the fact that these dipole islands
coherent, revealing that coherent islands initially form at th
corners of pits.8

Figure 4~a! is an AFM image of a surface with 0.6 nm
Ge coverage. Notice that all islands are confined to pi
TEM images show that such islands have typically relaxe
their strain by forming interfacial dislocations. Interestingly
the dislocated islands find it more favorable to fill the area
the pit, rather than grow vertically. Figure 4~b! is an image of
a surface with 0.6 nm Ge coverage, emphasizing the nuc
ation of Ge islands along ledges. All the islands are less th
3 nm tall, between 40 and 60 nm in diameter, and even
spaced;80 nm apart. The ledge on which these islands a
located is;60 nm wide,;1.5 nm tall, and makes an angle
;1.5° with the substrate. These ledges are likely to ha
formed during the deposition of the buffer layer@Fig. 2~a!#.
The island density on this sample is slightly lower than th

FIG. 3. Surface morphology after 0.6 nm Ge has been deposited on a 20
Si buffer. ~a! AFM image showing a high density of pairs of islands~di-
poles! formed at two opposite corners of the pit.~b! Plan-view TEM image
showing that these dipoles are oriented along^100& and are coherent.
214 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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average and indicates that with a lower pit density, isla
nucleation at ledges becomes more prominent.

With thick enough buffer layers, pits eventually fill in
resulting in a smooth layer. Figure 5 shows an area o
sample on which a;75 nm buffer layer of silicon was de
posited, followed by 0.6 nm of Ge at 700 °C. It can be se
that the density of islands (;108/cm2) is lower than the
density of pits observed on the buffer layers shown in Figs
or 3. Smaller individual islands and a few large islands
observed, but pits can only be resolved adjacent to the lar
islands. It is therefore suggested that the much thicker bu
layer of this sample has completely covered most of the
in this region and the smaller islands that have nuclea
randomly are likely to be coherent.

IV. DISCUSSION

The origin of the uniformly sized pits and the nucleatio
of Ge islands need to be discussed. We begin by sugges
that the as-cleaned~after completein situ oxide desorption!

nm

FIG. 4. AFM image showing Ge island nucleation at various heterogene
sites.~a! Highly selective nucleation of Ge islands at a pit and~b! Ge islands
at ledges and surface pits. Two ledges are indicated with arrows.
Weil, Deng, and Krishnamurthy
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Si substrate~shown in Fig. 1! consists of SiC contaminan
particles and surface roughness in the form of step bunc
pinned by these particles. The formation of step bunche
not surprising given the instability of the Si~110! surface
relative to~111! or ~100! surfaces and the possibility of un
intentional local surface misorientation. The morphology
the clusters suggests that a single SiC precipitate may h
split into several smaller precipitates due to strain effects

The observation that the contaminant cluster density
the clean Si surface correlates with the pit density of the
buffer layer suggests that the overgrowth on the contamin
particles causes pit formation. A similar observation h
been used to describe the ‘‘pagoda’’ defect12 and is ascribed
to a low sticking coefficient of Si on SiC contaminant pa
ticles. In addition, it has been suggested that SiC parti
may exist as coherent or incoherent precipitates on the
strate surface.13 While the coherent SiC precipitates local
strain the surrounding Si matrix, incoherent carbides, on
other hand, will form threading dislocations that exte
through the buffer layer. Based on our TEM observatio
we believe that the clusters of SiC particles in our expe
ments are mostly coherent with the Si substrate. Con
quently, the following model of thin Si buffer growth can b
inferred. Due to the large lattice mismatch and difference
surface energy between Si and the SiC particulates, arri
Si adatoms find the contaminant areas energetically unfa
able for incorporation. Consequently, continued deposit
results in the formation of pits~with stable facets! over the
contaminant clusters. It is possible that the increase in
face energy associated with the facets may accommo
strain energy due to heteroepitaxy of Si on SiC. With
creasing buffer layer thickness, the strain energy per
volume in the Si epilayer decreases. At some critical epila
thickness, the excess surface energy associated with th
walls will become larger than that required for strain rela
ation, i.e., less surface energy is required to offset the
creased strain energy. Subsequently, the pit gradually fills

FIG. 5. AFM image of Ge nucleation on a relatively pit-free surface sho
ing random distribution of Ge islands. A few islands may still be influenc
by heterogeneous nucleation sites.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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leading to a flat buffer layer, with some residual strain ce
ters located over the buried contaminants.

When Ge adatoms are deposited on the pitted surf
the adatoms seek energetically favorable sites for attachm
The corner location of the pit serves as a low nucleati
barrier heterogeneous site for Ge island growth. The pre
ential nucleation at the two opposite corners of the pit~along
the ^110& diagonal of the pits! is possibly related to the fac
that by doing so, the free surface of the islands can fu
relax into the pit, in the elastically harder direction and ela
tically deform along the one elastically soft^100& direction.
Within the constraints of the pits, these two corners m
offer the lowest energy island configuration, as shown sc
matically in Fig. 6. The uniformity of island sizes within th
pits suggests that the islands effectively ‘‘communicate’’
surface diffusion, leading to a uniform growth rate. Furth
more, if the density of pits is high enough, diffusion of G
adatoms between pits will allow the growth of an assem
of uniform sized coherent island dipoles, as observed in F
3. Continued growth leads to further relaxation~by disloca-
tion formation! of one of the two islands within the pit
which then grows rapidly at the expense of the other isla
This would then lead to the formation of a large relax
island at each pit, as evident, for example, in Fig. 4~a!. When
the pit density is lower, nucleation may also occur at t
ledges, as seen in Fig. 4~b!.

If Ge is deposited on a thicker~and apparently flat!
buffer layer ~e.g., Fig. 5!, islands appear to nucleate ra
domly and pits can only be resolved near a few of the in
vidual islands. In addition, the presence of a few island
poles suggests that preferential nucleation may still oc
when pits are overgrown. It is suggested that the strain fi
over coherent contaminant particles or residual roughn
near pits can still influence nucleation of Ge islands on
apparently flat surface. Similar effects of buried contam
nants have been reported for the growth of SiGe alloys on
surfaces.14

In conclusion, our studies on the initial stages of G
growth on thin Si buffer layers on Si~110! demonstrate tha
faceted pits form during the deposition of a thin Si buff
layer. The cause of these pits is revealed to be overgrowt
a homoepitaxial layer over clusters of coherent contamin
particles. Deposition of Ge leads to preferential nucleation
pairs of coherent islands ordered along the elastically
^100& direction. Continued deposition leads to strain rela
ation of one or both of the islands within the pit which the
rapidly coarsens to form a single Ge island in each pit. O
observations offer insight into preferred heterogene
nucleation sites, which may be important for producing co
trolled arrays of self-assembled quantum dots.

-

FIG. 6. Schematic figure showing a faceted pit and the nucleation of a
island dipole.
215Weil, Deng, and Krishnamurthy
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